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BR Series

Cold Water Pressure Washer

Gas/Diesel Powered | Belt Drive Pump | Cage Design

T

he BR is the heaviest-duty workhorse of the Shark cold
water family with cleaning power of up to 5000 PSI. Five
models are powered by a variety of industrial-grade engines,
including Honda and Vanguard, and all feature a tri-plunger,
oil-bath, belt-drive pump with an industry-leading warranty, EZ
start valve and an extra
rugged roll cage made
of 11/4-inch steel tubing, protected by an epoxy, powder
coat finish and a limited lifetime
warranty. The BR also has 13-inch
tubed pneumatic tires, for easy
maneuvering in all terrain, and variable pressure wand for convenience
in altering the pressure with the twist
of a handle.
Durable,
triplex, oilbath, highpressure
pump, with
three ceramic pistons
and forged brass
manifold, backed by
an industry-leading
warranty

Easy-to-understand illustrated
operating instructions for multilingual operator and owner
protection

Reliable Honda engine on most
models with two-year limited warranty
features low-oil alert and silent-tone
muffler; also models with Vanguard
gas and Kohler diesel engines

Safety thermal pump saver
valve protects against hotwater damage by venting
recirculated water
Rugged roll
cage and
chassis made
of 11/4-inch
steel, with limited lifetime
warranty and heavy-duty
lifting beam for ease in
loading and transporting,
and painted with an epoxy
powder coat finish for allweather resistance
Totally enclosed, OSHAcompliant, high-impact
metal belt guard for
operator protection

Heavy-duty, insulated
trigger gun is rated for
4500 PSI and features a
fatigue-free handle

50 ft. of wire-braid hose
with safety hose guard for
operator protection against
bursts

Easy-to-attach downstream detergent injector
Notched V-belts and
cast-iron pulleys reduce belt
slippage and
provide longer
pump life; plus
easy-to-adjust belt tension with a single bolt

Insulated, variable pressure wand for altering of
the pressure with a simple twist of the handle
(model BR-455037E has a stainless steel, non-variable pressure wand)

Vibration-absorbing 13” tubed pneumatic tires
with steel wheels for all-terrain maneuvering

Certified to UL-1776
Safety Standards

U-Seal Technology
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High-quality, tamper-proof
unloader valve is not attached
directly to the pump, but is mounted on a brass block attached to the
chassis for ease in servicing
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Crankcase pumps now
feature new U-Seal
technology, giving pumps
longer life and better
performance.
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All Shark production
plants are ISO 9001
certified

Four conveniently mounted, color-coded, stainless steel nozzles for varying the fan spray

MODEL

ORDER NO.

PSI

GPM

AXLES

PUMP

PUMP RPM

ENGINE

CC

FUEL

START

DIMENSIONS

SHIP WT

BR-373537

1.107-150.0

3500

3.7

1

KM crankcase

1550

Honda GX

389

Gas

Recoil

42”Lx26”Wx30”H

290 lbs.

BR-404027

1.107-151.0

4000

4.0

2

KM crankcase

1550

Vanguard

479

Gas

Recoil

42”Lx26”Wx30”H

315 lbs.

BR-343067E

1.107-149.0

3000

3.4

2

KM crankcase

1550

Kohler

401

Diesel

Electric

42”Lx26”Wx30”H

430 lbs.

BR-405037E

1.107-147.0

5000

4.0

2

KM crankcase

1550

Honda

614

Gas

Electric

42”Lx26”Wx30”H

420 lbs.

BR-455037E

1.107-148.0

5000

4.5

2

KM crankcase

1550

Honda

670

Gas

Electric

42”Lx26”Wx30”H

425 lbs.

E = Electric start; battery not included
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BR

Beefiest cold water pressure washer on the market

Models include dual-axle design, diesel-powered and high-pressure up to 5000 PSI
The Shark BR series is the most rugged
cold water pressure washer on the market with two models that deliver cleaning
power of up to 5000 PSI. Also in the line
are four dual-axle models, including three
models with electric start.

1. More
than 40,000
different
replacement parts
and accessories in
stock or
ready to
order when
you need
them most;

DETERGENTS Fast-cleaning, commercial-grade

2. A huge selection of more than
80 hot- and cold-water pressure
washers;

Custom formulated especially for pressure washers

3. Competitive pricing on hoses,
guns, wands, nozzles, repair kits,
and pressure washer components;

Shark’s biodegradable detergents are highly concentrated to
deliver an extra-fast and economical dimension to your cleaning
effectiveness. Engineered specifically for use with hot and cold
water pressure washers, Shark detergents are available in a variety of
formulas and sizes to suit your cleaning needs and budget.

CYCLONE SURFACE CLEANER
Attaches to a pressure washer to clean flat surfaces faster
The optional Shark Cyclone attaches to a hot or cold water pressure
washer (up to 175°F) to clean flat surfaces as much as three times
faster than with a wand. Featuring a self-lubricating rotary union, the
spray bar whirls at a rate of up to 2000 RPM. It’s lightweight with
a polyethylene housing and has two pneumatic tires and a sealed
swivel caster for easy maneuvering in tight places.

WHY SHARK
Rental Tough

Here are the Top 6 reasons Shark
is America’s #1 name in pressure
washers
Shark’s broad line of pressure
washers and accessories allow
customers to reap the benefits of a
one-stop shop for pressure washer
supplies, such as:

Dual-axle
model of the
BR cold water
pressure
washer

Originating over 20 years ago, Shark
pressure washers were developed
to withstand the most demanding
environment - the rental industry - where durability and reliability
are tested to the max. Today, Shark’s dominating reputation for
ruggedness and safety, as well as the strongest warranty offering in the cleaning industry, is recognized by a broad array of
cleaning professionals and commercial contractors.

BENEFITS

More than 80 hot- and cold-water models!

1.800.771.1881
www.SharkPW.com
info@SharkPW.com
Fax: 877-526-3246

Note: We are constantly improving and updating our
products. Consequently, pictures, features, and specifications in this brochure may differ slightly from current
models. Flow rates and pressure ratings may vary due
to variances allowed by manufacturers of our machine
components. We attempt to keep our machine performance within ±5% of listed specifications.
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4. Stainless steel
coil wraps that
now come standard on nearly all of
our hot-water pressure washers;
5. A wide selection of detergents
formulated specifically for pressure
washers, including the new portion
packs that come in self-dissolving
bags for easy storing and mixing;
6. A handy and affordable Shark
Parts Box that puts the most often
needed pressure washer parts at
your fingertips.

